A direct route through
the retirement income
labyrinth

Changing retirement income for
the better
Spire Financial is delighted to introduce Daedalus - a unique piece of
technology software designed specifically for the retirement income
market.
Quite simply, it will revolutionise the way that Asset Managers,
Discretionary Fund Managers and Financial Advisers deliver
retirement income planning to their clients.
We believe that by incorporating Daedalus into your processes it is
possible to:
• Deliver certainty of a lifelong essential income to clients
• Provide a much greater degree of confidence that clients’ overall
income requirements will be met

www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

Those are the primary benefits for clients, but the Daedalus software
has also been developed with the specific needs of people like you
in mind: it is highly configurable, includes regulatory output and
automatically generates client-specific reports.
This brochure outlines how Daedalus works and will give you a sense
of how it could change your business for the better. If you have any
questions at all, please don’t hesitate to contact me - or a member of
the Spire Financial Team.
We’re looking forward to doing business with you.

Trevor Cheal
Director
Spire Financial Limited
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• Reassure clients that they will be able to leave a legacy to their
preferred beneficiaries
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• Help to ensure that money can be available for discretionary
spending

Helping clients throughout
their retirement
Client needs change, adviser requirements
change, regulations change – but the industry
has not kept pace.
Now it can, thanks to Daedalus.

personal solutions
• Matching advisers’ desire to deliver
those personalised solutions
• While satisfying the regulatory push
for rigorously individualised retirement
income plans

www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

The innovative technology that Daedalus
deploys brings together an understanding of
the individual client’s mortality, guaranteed
lifetime income rates, intelligent investment
modelling, bespoke fund selection and
portfolio construction. It then helps advisers
to create a unique, personalised solution for
every single client.
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• Matching clients’ demand for unique,
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OUR TECHNOLOGY
PERFECTLY REFLECTS
CURRENT REQUIREMENTS:
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New and unique
Never before has there been a system that
uses an individual’s mortality and Guaranteed
Lifetime Income as an asset within the
portfolio.
This is the quantum leap that makes Daedalus

www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

unique in the marketplace.

A fresh solution every time
The client’s needs and objectives are
methodically established, alongside an
understanding of their assets and of their
attitude to risk.
Those needs, objectives and attitudes are
then divided into four categories:
1. Essential income
2. Lifestyle income
3. Discretionary spending
4. Legacy assets

Daedalus then takes this information and uses it to help the
Discretionary Fund Manager and the Adviser to match those client
needs exactly.
In addition, to ensure that Daedalus can be intelligently ‘white
labelled’, Daedalus has been developed with a highly configurable
profile that allows each Investment House or Financial Adviser to
create its own specific proposition. So Daedalus will slot neatly into
your own in-house approach.
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FLEX EACH CATEGORY AROUND INDIVIDUAL
CLIENT’S REQUIREMENTS

Daedalus directly
addresses the risks to
retirement income
Sustainability is a cornerstone of the
Daedalus approach.
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associated with managing money to deliver
appropriate income throughout retirement –
and we address them directly.
• Sequencing risk
• Volatility drag
• Longevity risk
Daedalus has been designed specifically

www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

to mitigate these risks. One crucial way in
which it achieves this is by using Guaranteed
Lifetime Income as an asset within each client
portfolio.
This not only mitigates Longevity Risk, but, as
a non-correlated investment, also lessens the
overall volatility of the portfolio – and reduces

An elegant solution
Daedalus’s unique modelling system produces compelling results
for every aspect of a client’s retirements. Increasing the use of
Guaranteed Lifetime Income immediately and neatly transfers both
mortality and investment risks from the individual to the insurer –
who is far better placed to carry them.

potential exposure to negative returns in the
early years of the investment.
This approach significantly reduces the
chances of Sequencing Risk and Volatility
Drag impacting longer-term income returns.

THE RESULT? INCREASED PEACE OF MIND
FOR BOTH CLIENT AND ADVISER.
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We take the unique investment risks

Daedalus – a breath of
fresh air for advisers
Never before has there been a system that
uses an individual’s mortality and Guaranteed
Lifetime Income as an asset within the

Adviser friendly
What’s more, because Daedalus is part of the
platform, advisers can operate using their
normal processes – making it much easier for
them to manage, reconcile and report.

portfolio.
This is the quantum leap that makes Daedalus
unique in the marketplace.

Make Daedalus part of
your own retirement
income planning
To find out more about Daedalus and to
request a personal presentation from a
member of the Spire Financial team, simply

Platform friendly

use the details below or visit:
www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

Sitting within the adviser’s platform of choice,
Daedalus will not require advisers to change
they are dealing with new clients or reviewing
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arrangements for existing clients.

Here’s how it helps:
• It delivers a documented, repeatable
investment process.
• It provides clear, simple client data

www.spirefinancial.co.uk/daedalus

and outcome scenarios to make

By smoothing the process for advisers,
Daedalus makes the entire process of
delivering unique, appropriate retirement
income solutions faster and less complex.

client discussions easier and more

This in turn will help them to more accurately

straightforward.

reflect the needs and desires of every single

• It ensures prompt, uncomplicated
compliance approval
• It will make client conversations easier
and more transparent.
• And Daedalus automatically provides all
of the documented evidence that advisers
need.

client.

Trevor Cheal
Director
trevor.cheal@spirefinancial.co.uk
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their administration processes – whether
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Daedalus, (Greek: “Skillfully Wrought”)
mythical Greek inventor, architect, and
sculptor who is said to have built, among
many other things, the Labyrinth for King
Minos of Crete.

